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INERPRETIVE STRUCTURAL MODELING
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Abstract: Green concept which is not just being ecologically conscious however infers “attaining the sustainability” is

considerable for green IT area also. Besides green issues being significant in purchasing decision, IT vendors often

puzzle in understanding the determinants influencing the mainstream business consumer purchases that use IT. Currently,

there does not appear to be a systematical model in investigating corporate consumer’s green purchasing behavior. This

paper proposes a model for ICT product consumers in Saudi Arabia, from three distinct but interrelated perspectives.  It

postulates the socioeconomic and environmental related variables, primarily by collecting the opinions from twelve

field experts in the Green IT area through applying the Delphi technique and thereby developing these concise opinions

into a strong conceptual interrelationship model for consumer green purchasing behavior in the context of ICT products

using Interpretive Structural Modeling (ISM). Overall fifteen enabling factors were identified from the literature and

the Delphi study was conducted in three rounds by circulating a well framed questionnaire to all the field experts. The

interpretive structural model was developed by taking the maximum number of similar responses on the enabling

factors. The variables are interpreted and inspected for sustainable procurement in terms of their driving and dependence

powers. Possible directions for developing the present ISM model and validating it scientifically are further suggested.

Keywords: Delphi Technique, Green Consumer Purchasing Behavior, Green IT, Interpretive Structural Modeling.

INTRODUCTION

The estimated 2 percent of global CO2 emissions from

ICT industry which is equal to the annual pollution of

the airline industry was believed to be unsustainable for

the planet [25]. IT being an integral part of each and

every organization is responsible for environmental

issues. Due to the increased power consumption, carbon

footprints from corporate companies, early disposal of

electronic items particularly IT products which contain

silicon, mercury, cadmium and other toxic and non-

biodegradable material causing serious health problems

to mankind. Consequently global warming is becoming

a major problem in the world creating lot of

unsustainability and health problems for the mankind.

So this Green IT concept is basically emphasized in

making IT products greener in terms of socially,

economically and ecologically so that to have a minimal

effect from IT product usage.

Green IT apart from these basic issues has grown far

beyond in making today’s business. While reducing 2%

of global pollution, Green IT also plays a role in tackling

the remaining 98% of global CO2 emissions, and it is

attracting a huge interest among IT vendors and

consulting service providers mainly due to the increasing

demand to power datacenters.  Green IT as a potential

research area opens a room for exciting research

opportunities as regards the role of IT in business

sustainability and low carbon economy [2]. This research

is primarily conducted with the aim to have authenticated

studies on consumer buying behavior of Green IT

products, as they are not much so far.

The purpose of this paper is to identify the underlying

factors for green purchasing behavior from literature and

develop a conceptual interrelationship model with these

enabling factors. Firstly a three round Delphi study was

conducted among twelve field experts in the Green IT

area. Later on the majority of similar responses from the

experts were put together to obtain Structural Self-

Interaction Matrix (SSIM) in Interpretive Structural

Modeling (ISM) methodology. ISM is a well established

methodology for identifying relationships among specific

items which define a problem or an issue [58], [70]. The

suggested variables are gathered as “enablers” from

various green IT literatures (See Table I). Further the

application of Delphi technique and interpretive structural

model (ISM) in developing the consumer green

purchasing behavior model are discussed in detail

followed by the findings, conclusion and future

implications.
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Literature Review

A huge population all over the world accessing the

Internet and business transactions online, usage of IT

equipment’s has grown drastically. The buying pattern of

these products is unclear from the green marketing

context.  The study involves three distinct perspectives

namely socioeconomic and environmental issues, which

covers fifteen underlying factors are elucidated as follows.

Social Factors

To attain sustainable strategy, the vigor of the Kyoto

Protocol is introducing new rules and regulations every

time across every industry worldwide [68] [35] [59] [3].

Despite other industries, IT sector is also incorporating

sustainability into their operations through corporate

social responsibility (CSR) to gain the market share and

image among the competitors and other market players

in the market  [11] [42] [47] [51] [71]. In practical,

research has proved that most of the corporate

sustainability executives have shown positive perception

on green initiatives by practicing them in their day to day

operations. Consequently corporate IT consumers are

influenced psychologically (desire, attitude and intention)

and demanding more for green IT products in setting up

their IT infrastructure and intended to go for green

purchasing which are more beneficial both economically

and ecologically [50] [53] [67] [73]. So the market players

begin to establish green credentials in reducing their

manufacturing waste or reducing its hazardous

substances, it is often a catalyst for others in the industry

to follow and protect their market share and will enter

the market with green products [27] [60]. On the other

hand, eco labeling and certification programs such as

TCO, Energy Star, Blue Angel and EPEAT are one of

modest methods for consumers and corporate buyers to

accurately determine the environmental features of ICT

products, de-materialization like electronic invoicing can

reduce carbon footprint and offers additional financial

benefits such as operational efficiency and cost reduction

[9] [13] [17] [52]. Consumers expect green products that

are superior or at least similar with conventional products

and look forward to companies to communicate through

the right channels. But found most green product

purchases done based on their impulse and curiosity,

especially for green electronic products found 47% are

currently buying and it will grow to 88% of purchases in

future with organizations delivering products in line with

customer demands [27] [33].

Economic Factors

The past literature states that green IT products generate

financial incentives while doing business. Current studies

have gone far beyond in generating new streams like

Green revenue almost across every industry. Green IT

practices help in meeting low operating costs, low

maintenance cost, low power consumption, paying less

utility bills, maximum optimization in the long run for

both producers and consumers of Green IT product users

[13] [16] [20] [46]. Most common green criteria found

for electronic product purchases are: product

environmental performance with greater energy efficiency

[72]. However, new technologies are increasing IT

operational performance and can reduce power usage up

to 75% cost and CO2 by 56%, performance by 55%, space

saving 47% [9] [45].

Environmental factors

Concern for the natural environment among business and

consumer’s is making the realization that their production

and consumption has an impact on the environment, at

the same time educating consumers is vital  to increase

their level of knowledge and concern [19] [38] [48] [65].

As IT is an integral part of each and every organization

both in the public or private sector, and by the increased

power consumption resulting in carbon footprints from

corporate companies with data center and other IT

equipment operations [22] [24] [28] [34] [36] [41]. The

early disposal of electronic items particularly IT products

which contain silicon, mercury, cadmium and other toxic

and non bio-degradable material causing serious health

problems to mankind and also to the environment [48]

[56] [63] [64] [66]. Consequently global warming is

becoming a major problem on the planet creating lot of

unsustainability, resulting in shrinking the ice caps at

North Pole, intensifying cyclones, earthquakes and other

disasters on earth [1] [10] [11] [31] [40] [49]. So this

Green IT concept is basically emphasized in making IT

products greener in terms of economically, socially and

ecologically so that to have a minimal effect of IT product

usage and moving towards sustainable strategy [45].

The Authors have identified 15 enablers based on a

literature review and expert opinion in this field of Green

IT purchasing behavior. These enablers were listed as

below in Table I with the appropriate category they fall

into and with references as in literature.
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Methodology

The methodology in this paper uses Delphi technique

and interpretive structural modeling (ISM). Hence how

the Delphi study leads to ISM based model development

is discussed in detail.

Delphi Technique

The Delphi method was first developed in the 1950s by

Olaf Helmer, Nicholas Rescher, Norman Dalkey, and

others in the series of studies at the RAND Corporation

[26]. The intent of the Delphi, as it was originally

conceived, was to create a method using expert opinions

to forecast long-range trends [26] [44]. The objective was

to develop a technique to obtain the most reliable

consensus of a group of experts [18].

Overview of Delphi Method

Delphi may be characterized as a method for structuring

a group communication process so that the process is

effective in allowing a group of individuals, as a whole,

to deal with a complex problem. To accomplish this

‘‘structured communication’’ there is provided: some

feedback of individual contributions of information and

knowledge; some assessment of the group judgment or

view; some opportunity for individuals to revise views;

and some degree of anonymity for the individual

responses. Researchers have applied the Delphi method

to a wide variety of situations as a tool for expert problem

solving primarily in cases where judgmental information

is indispensable, and typically use a series of

questionnaires interspersed with controlled opinion

feedback [5] [12] [54] [7]. As this study is time consuming

there is a disadvantage of panelists dropping out from

the number of rounds in the study [8]. However, a key

advantage of the approach is that it avoids direct

confrontation of the experts. The Delphi is a flexible

method built on four basic features: “structured

questioning, iteration, controlled feedback, and anonymity

of responses” [37].

A panel of experts in the Delphi study (Delphi Panels)

The size of Delphi panels can vary widely; [15] and [26]

indicated that by rule of thumb 15 to 30 people is the

norm for homogeneous groups, where [74] reported that

10 to 15 people produce good results in a homogeneous

panel. For heterogeneous groups (people with expertise

on a topic but from different social or professional groups),

[15] reported that only 5 to 10 experts are needed.

However, in two separate studies investigating the size of

Delphi panels, no consistent relationship between panel

size and effectiveness criteria was found [55]. Further,

all things being equal, the larger the group, the more

reliable their aggregate judgment will tend to be. However,

beyond group sizes of 20 to 25, there were only minimal

improvements in reliability [32]. In this study for the

accurate opinions, the panelists are selected who are

familiar about  IT operations outcomes assessed and who

regularly do audits on power consumption and e-wastage

disposals by IT products.

In the present study, totally twelve panel members were

chosen for the study, based on their familiarity, expertise

in the field, interest in involvement and sincerity in

answering to the questions. Out of them 2 are CIO, 3 are

IT Directors, 4 are system administrators, 1 is IT

consultant for IT infrastructure and 2 are network support
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engineers. All these participants are from different

industries viz., manufacturing, IT consulting,

construction, banking, education (universities), and

information technology. The details of the participants

in tabular form and pictorial representation of the selected

experts for Delphi study is given as in below Table II and

fig. 1 respectively.

Questionnaire development

The questionnaire is developed with easiness and

complete guidance to respondents, explaining

how to fill it. Provide panelists with a brief account

of the origin and purpose of the study [37]. The

credibility of the research and the researcher was

established [43].  The questionnaire development

strictly followed the instructions provided by other

previous researchers in making a clear statement

of the questions, concise, free of ambiguities and

easily understood by panelists [23] [37] [69];

providing clear written instructions to panel

members [29] [74] and  also pre-tested the

questionnaire with three experts [37] [43].

Here instead of direct questions, a grid form of

questions are developed to fill in with V, A, X, O

appropriately.  However the experts were

contacted on telephone and in person if necessary

at the beginning of the Delphi survey. Later on

interactions were done by email till the successful

completion of a Delphi study. Enough time was

maintained between rounds to prepare and

distribute feedback, but did not allow so much

time that panelist loses interest [69]. Proper

precautions were taken by the research in

acknowledging the divergence of opinions if any

[26] [37] [69]. The questionnaire is presented at

the bottom of this report as Appendix I survey

instrument.

Application, Analysis and Aggregating

Panelists’ Opinions in a Three round Delphi

Study

The purpose of the Delphi technique in this study

was the fifteen enabling factors mentioned above;

generate a consensus on the part of the respondent

group regarding consumer purchasing behavior

of green IT products.

A three phase process was used, where the first

round of the Delphi method asked the participants

to respond to the questions on virtual teams by

comparing and analyze if factor ‘i’ enables the

factor ‘j’ or vice versa. The first round resulted

six experts answering similar in a favorable way

to all questions and other six experts answered

differently. The second round used questions

developed from responses to the first round of

the study. The participants were again asked to

go through the same process to find if they would

like to change their opinion or fix with the same

like before to a particular question which matches

with other majority respondents. If they remain
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with the same answers, they were requested to

explain why it is so. Consequently in the second

round one respondent changed some of his

opinions and resulted in eight experts answering

in similar ways and rest four with other opinions.

The third round used the same statements as the

second round and asked the participants if they

would like to still modify or stick to their opinion

based on the responses of the other participants.

In the third round, the respondents whose answers

were not matching with other majority of

respondents were being explained the reasons of

defending to set of particular questions. The third

round of Delphi nine panelists’ opinions found to

be similar and three panelists’ opinions in a

different way. It appeared that the most change in

panelists’ responses occurs within the first two

rounds and that not much is gained in further

iterations [43]. When using a rating scale “the

reliability of ratings can be greatly improved by

pooling the results from several judges who have

made their ratings independently” [30]. In this

study the ratings are not numerical, rather given

for comparison using V, A, X, O as per the

guidance given in the questionnaire. The Delphi

method is based on panelists achieving consensus;

however, there is no standard method for

determining consensus [29] [43]. Finally the most

improved and similar opinions are considered and

summarized as final opinions, which is used as a

basic self-structural Interaction Matrix (SSIM) in

developing ISM (Interpretive Structural Model)

based model for consumer green purchasing

behavior of green IT products.Table III shows the

summarized opinions of experts in all the three

rounds.

Criteria for Truth

Delphi is a method for structuring a group communication

process to systematically explore and gain insight into a

problem [44] [57]. It is founded on the belief that

collecting data precedes the development of the theory

[44]. To develop a framework for evaluating qualitative

research Spencer, Richie, Lewis, and Dillon (2003) stated

that one form of truth in research is “agreement that it is

true (a consensus view of truth)”.  This is the case for a

Delphi. Truth is experimental, derived inductively, and

based on “sufficient widespread agreement … by a group

of experts” [44]. Scheele (1975) explained that in the

Delphi process, reality is negotiated by the group. It is

constructed through the perceptions of the participants

bringing to the discussion.

The final responses are collected and summarized based

on the identical responses of the majority of experts among

who all participated in the Delphi study. The results are

displayed in a single matrix form called Self Structured

Interaction Matrix (SSIM) as below shown Table IV in

Interpretive Structural Modeling (ISM) section.

Interpretive Structural Modeling

Interpretive structural modeling is an interactive learning

process in which a set of different and directly related

elements is structured into a comprehensive systematic

model [2] [58] [70]. This methodology helps to develop

the direction of complex relationships among elements

in a system [21] [58]. The model thus obtained by applying

this methodology presents a structure of a complex issue

or problem, a system or a field of study, in a carefully

designed pattern implying graphics as well as words [21].

Hence it is said ISM modeling not only provides insights

into relationships between the various enablers but also

helps develop the hierarchy based on the importance of

each enabler and provides a visual representation of the

scenario. It is a modeling technique as the specific

relationships and overall structure is portrayed in a

digraph model. The steps to develop ISM are as follows:

Identifying Elements

The Table I represents the set of fifteen elements/enablers

which are recognized from a review of past literature.
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This procedure can also be done by survey method if the

area of study is new to the research field.

Structural Self-Interaction Matrix (SSIM)

The SSIM which has to be developed for the study has

involved set of green IT experts, from various industries

in both public and private sectors of Riyadh, the capital

city of Saudi Arabia were referred and involved in the

Delphi study for understanding the contextual

relationships among the enablers (Table IV). To study

Reachability Matrix

The SSIM is transformed into an Initial Reachability

Matrix (Table V), which is a binary matrix representation

consisting of 1’s and 0’s. The rules for substitution of 1’s

and 0’s are as mentioned below:

• If (i, j) entry in the SSIM is V, then (i,j) entry in

the Reachability matrix turns into 1 and (j, i)

entry denoted as 0.

• If (i, j) entry in the SSIM is A, then (i,j) entry in

the Reachability matrix turns into 0 and the (j,

i) entry denoted as 1.

• If the (i,j) entry in the SSIM is X, then (i, j)

entry in the Reachability matrix turns into 1 and

the (j, i) entry denoted as 1.

• If the (i, j) entry in the SSIM is O, then (i, j)

entry in the Reachability matrix turns into 0 and

the (j, i) entry denoted as 0.

the enablers in emerging SSIM, the below four symbols

have been used to symbolize and track the relationship

between enablers (i and j):

V – Enabler i will help to achieve Enabler j; A - Enabler

j will help to achieve Enabler i; X - Enablers i and j will

help to achieve each other; O - Enablers i and j are

unrelated.
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The driving power for each enabler is the sum of all

enablers (including itself) row wise and dependency power

is the sum of all the enablers (including itself) column

wise, which may help achieve it.

 Level Partitioning the Reachability Matrix

The final Reachability matrix is subjected to access the

reachability and antecedent sets for each variable [70].

The reachability set contains the element itself and other

elements in its row, on the other hand antecedent set

consists of the element itself and other elements in its

column. Then the elements which are common in both of

these sets are derived as intersection for all elements [21].

The elements which are same for the reachability and

intersection sets are determined as the top level elements

in the ISM hierarchy. The top level hierarchical elements

will not support to achieve any other element above its

own level [21]. As soon as the top level elements are

identified they are ignored from other elements (shown

in Table VII). This process is repeated till the level of

each element is identified.

V. Classification of Enablers: Each enabler is classified

depending on their driving power and dependence power.

Hence all the elements are organized in four categories as

autonomous enablers, dependent enablers, linkage

enablers and independent enablers. The elements with

same driving and dependency powers are segregated in

one cell. The driving power and dependence power

diagram for enablers is shown in Fig.2. Usually the

elements are explained in four clusters. The first cluster

is of autonomous enablers who have a weak driving power

and weak dependence power. In this case, there are no

autonomous enablers. The second cluster contains of

dependent enablers who have low driving power and high

dependence power. In the present case, there are no

dependent enablers. The third group contains of linkage

enablers that have robust driving and dependence power.

The effect on these enablers will have an effect on the

other enablers and also a significant effect on it. In this

case, enablers 1, 2, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14 and 15 are in

this category of linkage enablers. The fourth cluster

comprises independent enablers that have strong driving

power and weak dependence power. In this case enablers

3, 5, 6 and 11 are in the category of independent enablers.

Here the total elements fall only into two clusters.
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VI. ISM based digraph and model

Fig.3 represents the proposed digraph with dependent

and independent enablers. The independent enablers

occupy the bottom position and the dependent enablers

in the top position of the structural model. Directed

arrows are used in digraph to depict the relationship.

The bi-directional arrows represent the relation among

the mentioned enablers ‘i’ and ‘j’ and the single headed

arrow represents the cause of another enabler they are

pointed to.

This digraph is called as an initial directed graph, or initial

digraph. This process is carried out till the last level is

reached and transitivity’s are removed. The final digraph

is converted into an ISM based model, shown in Fig. 4

with list of activities illustrating the relation among each

activity.
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 DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS

The levels of Green IT product buying enablers in the

grid (fig. 2) are necessary to understand. Enabler

“Increased power consumption” with high driving power

and low dependence among other identified enablers is

positioned at lowest level in the hierarchy of ISM based

models. Eleven enablers as shown in digraph are with

high dependence and low driving power, hence they are

placed on the top level in the hierarchy which is depending

on the rest of all the enablers. The enablers in middle

layers with high driving power are called “strategic

enablers”, which need greater consideration from the

corporate IT sector. As autonomous variables have low

driving power and low dependence power and does not

exist in this case, play less role in driving the green IT

product purchasing. Other enablers have a vital role in

green IT product purchasing and hence need to

concentrate on all the suggested enablers.

 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE IMPLICATIONS

Although all the fifteen enablers in the ISM based model

have their own importance towards green IT product

purchasing, after the enablers increased power

consumption, e-wastage, IT product performance and

global warming has highest driving power and less

dependence power. So these four enablers are key enablers

for Green IT product purchasing. In this study, only the

key variables as enablers are identified and the

interrelationship model (Fig.4) was developed and there

is no scientific validation of the model. Therefore further

research studies can identify other related underlying

enablers and develop the present model of green IT

product purchasing using ISM and to test the validation

of the current model, structural equation model (SEM)

which sometimes referred as linear structural relationship

approach can be used as a tool.
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